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This paper by Shiller a$ad recent research by Grossman and Shiller
(1980, 1981) serve as a useful starting point for examining empirically the
relationship between intertempora? marginal rates of substitution ,dnd returns
on assets. Although a rich body of theoretical work studying intertemporal
capital asset pricing models emphasizes this relationship, literature which examines the empirical implications of these models is sparse. Grossman and
Shiller (1981) have provided some interesting results linking the behavior
of aggregate consumption and asset returns, and Shiller has offered new insights
in tlis current paper.
My comment on Shiller’s paper will be orgznized as follows. Section II
provides brief remarks about the existing evidence on the volatility of asset
prices. Section III describes the impact of introducing uncertainty into empirical
analyses. Section II extends Shillet ‘13discussion on bounds on the variance of
the inter temporal marginal rate of substitution. Finally, section V discusses
some specification issues involved in undertaking formal econometric estimation
and inference in analyzing uncertain versions of the dynamic model studied by
Shiller.
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statistical inference.
!hile
ex

to emphasize the potenti;: danger of focusing on p,pulation characteristics
of the data that can be infe rred only very imprecisel:
As an illustration of why this concern tt
t be important, consider
OX work of Leroy and Porter (l%i) ‘t
the present value relation
under risk neutrality. The reason for this consideration is not because of any
peal of constant marginal rates of substitution, but rather because
Leroy and Porter undertook formal statistical inference in studying implied
variance bounds. Among other things they compare the perfect foresight stockprice variance, using Standard & Poors stock-price data in the post-war period.
lthough their data set differs from Shiller’s, they did find the perfect foresight
price-variance estimate to be nineteen times less than the actual price-variance
estimate. However, this apparently dramatic evidence against the model under
risk neutrality becomes innocuous when the standardized normal test statistic
is calculated to be only -.24. That is, there is very little information in the
sample about this particular variance comparison. To be fair, Leroy and Porter
do find substantial evidence against the risk neutral specification in other tests
they perform.
A related concern is the possibility of nontrivial stochastic growth
components in the price and dividend series. Short of modeling growth in a
serious way, one has to be cautious in overinterpreting obsewed dividend and
price behavior using covariance stationary models. Shiller notes that the implied
variances under risk neutrality are violated when stationarity is imposed only on
the first differences of piices and dividends. It turns out, however, that these
first differences inequalities are violated only when the differencing time interval
is expanded sufficiently far. Unfortunately, as one expands the differenzing
time interval, accurate estimation of the variances becomes more difficult.

One of the modes of analysis used by Shiller is to compare the observed time-paths of certain variables with the time-paths implied by a perfect
mic model. In the ynamic model, a representative
oses sequences of a consumption good and asset hodlings b:y
ect to a budget constraint.
8 time-separable utilitycification is an interesting limiting case, it is alSo
pact of introducin uncertainty into the
analysis.

for the Standard
oors Stock Price Index is closer to the observed tir;lepath thadr when A is zero. This is especially true in the prewar period. If ,the
perfect foresight :ersion of the m o.A
d is taken literally, thl:n the two timepaths should coincide. In the absence of such an exact fit, we need to ask ourselves what possible reasons explain these deviations. While there are several
alternative explanations-for instance, measurement errors or misspecification
of preferences--the presence of uncertainty in the underlying economic environment is a nairrral candidate.
In an uncertain environment, the deviations between the perfect
foresight stock-price path and tire actual path should be autocorrelated. Consequently, persistent differences betwei?n the two time-paths are consistent
with the theoretical economic model. Calibrating the model by matching up
these price-paths becomes difficult, and formal procedures such as minimizing
sums of squared deviations are hard to justify. However, superior procedures
that allow for uncertainty exist for estimating the preference parameters. For
references see Grossman and Shiller (1980), Hall (198 1 ), and Hansen and
Singleton (198 1, 1982).
In his perrect foresight analysis, Shiller obtains a linearized version of
the model that takes the form

where Pt is the stock price at time t, cs is per capita consumption at time I,
D, is the dividend payment at time t, 6 is a discount factor satisfying 0 <6 C 1,
and K is a constant that depends on pr&rence parameters and on the population rncans of consumption and dividends. 1 Shiller then studies the spectral
characteristics of the linear filter
a(L_l)=K
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th,lt links consumption and stock
a.tor. Qur next task is to consider t
consumption tind stock prices.
f we igrEzre the
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ere L denotes the
impact of uncertainty on BiaIslink

with the linearization and if we introduce uncertainty
the linearized model becomes

where G!, denotes the information

into the analysis, then

set of the representative agent. For sim-

plicity we shall abstain from considering dividend uxertainty,
and we shall
adopt a relatively simple specificatiion of consumption uncertainty, More presisely, suppose that consumption has a moving average resresentation:
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is a shxlar white noise with a unit variance, is(L) =

C+OO and E(ut+llS’$) = O? Here Q denotes the deviation

of consumption from its population mean.
With this specification of uncertainty, it is strarghtforward to calculate
E[a(Lgl )c,lsZ,] . Using methods described in Hansen and Sargent (1980), it can
be shown that
Pt =

md

)cp,1 = y(L)u*

where

When /3(L) has an inverse that is possibly two-sided, then the linear filter linking
pt amI ct is given by pt = O(L)ct where
(3)

*Note that we allow p(Z) to have zeroes inside the unit circle.
‘A necessary and suffkbnt condition for p(Z) to have an inverse when p(Z) ie a rational
function of Z is that the zmxs of&Z) do lie on the unit circle.

nsfer function
can be shown th

ia contined

is equal to a&P1) udy when j3(6) is zero, in which
e rartdom variable

in the information set Gf.

When B(6) is different fmm zero, the speetrgti characteristics of the
transforms O(Z) asid alz) may differ ~ub~tant~~~y. Jn the absence ot restrictions
WI cf(Z), relation (3) places only mild restrictions 01 the function t&$ f o
understand this point, we cansi
a rational specification of @(.Z)given by

where 8 l(Z) and 02(z) are finite order polynomials

that do not have zeroes

in common and where 62(z) does ncrt have any zeros on the unit circle or at
6. Solving (3) for the implied function o(z), we obtain

where

where c is an arbitrary constant. For the operator p(L) to be one-sided, it must
1, then /31(P) = 0. This means the 0 l(Z) and
be that if p2(2*) = 0 for lZ*l
@2(Z) must satisfy the requirement that

There is a rich class of 0 I(
or

y choice of 1”2(2

one can find admissible
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O(Z) can be virtually arbitrary. In uncertain environments the linear
pI and ct cannot
zed independently of the stochastic
of motion for co
the message in the linear,
ration.ri expectations literature, the more appropriate mode of analysis is to
y the implied cro:a-equation restrictions, in this case the restrictions across
resentations for pt and ct. In summary, spectral analysis
of linear filters I
g consumption and stock prices has little merit in uncertain
environments without a simultaneous analysis of the stochastic law of motion
for consumption.

Shi!!er deduces a lower bound on the variance of the intertemporal

al rate of substitution (IMRS) that is appropriate for uncertain :rersions
dynamic representative consusmer model. His lower bound has the virtue
that it can be represented in terms of the means and variances of two returns,
but he notes that the bounds can be made sharper by exploiting the covariation
of the two retu::ls. in this section, 1 show how to obtain a lower bound on the
RS that not only exploits this covariation but also allows one to incorposate
nrore than two returns into the analysis. Comnputation of this lower bound relies
O:I a formula that Roll (1977) used to deduce the mean-variance frontier fcr a
vector of primitive returns.
Suppose the econometrician has observations on a vector of returns
r = O=l, Q, - * , rn)’ on securities where time subscripts are suppressed for
l

notational convenience. Let s denote the IMRS for the representative consumer, and let J be a subset of the information of this consumer on the date
on which the securities are traded. This subset is to be specified by the ecoiz prim’ and can consist of only constant random variables. An
of the mcdei is thtit

that at least two elements of E(rlJ) are

are all that are required. kinder the preceding set of askiumptions, there exists
an rr dimensional rando
contained in J (a vector of constants when
J is the set of constant random variables) such that
S(W’rlJ) = WE(+)
and

=0

05)

W’l,, = 1

where 1, is a~ dimensional vector of ones. Typically, thl:re will be infinitely
many such

Wk.

The random variable W’r = rW is a return on a portfolio
!

cm-

structelrJlfrom elements of r. Relaticn (5) implies that this return satisfies
E(r,slJ)

= 1.

(7)

Taking a covariance decomposition
it follows that

This

of (7) and using the fact that S(r,~J)

= 0,

relation in turn implies the inequality
Var(slJ) >

1

(8)
Var(r,IJ)

l

To make inequality (8) as sharp as possible we find the portfolio of
returns m r that has the smallest conditional variance among the class of’ portfolios with expected returns equal to zero. That is, we find the return on the
conditional mean-variance frontier that has a conditional mean equal to zero.
From Corollary 1 of Roll (1977), this return, r$ ha conditional variance
Var(rG IJ) = a/(iX-l52)
where

(9)

the inequality

Consequently, “-4 obtain

1
VadslJ]

2

Whcnz there are only two returns in r, inequality (9) is sharper than
the one proposed by Shiller in thtit it exploits the covariation of the two returns
as Shitler indicates possible. To see this, observe that when zr is two there will be
only one vector W that satisfies (6). This vector is &en by
1

W” =-

E(q Is) -Et’21

e conditional varian+zeof r$ = W* k satisfies the inequality

Combining relations (9) and ( 10) yields

Var(slJjM 2

1

Var(rGlJP

2

IHq I.0 - E(r2IJN

.

~E(+I)~Var(rl I@ + (E(rl IJ)lVar(r$J)’

By igncring the middle term, one obtain the lower bound on Var(s/@ suggested by Shiller. Inequality (9) becomes even sharper when there are more
than two returns in r.
I’hc use of variance bounds for devising statistical tests of the representative consumer model requires some means of estimating the variance
possible to obtain measurements and/or observations
tests of the model can be devised that simultaneously
n the variance inequahties described above. In such
uestion is why consider variance bounds testing. TWO
ally more tractable;
vari~~lc~bounds tests do not, require that the data be correctly ali
ce

lating point estimates of variances is easy, engaging in formal statistical inference
is more involved. Even appealing to asymptotic ailistribution theory, one has to
estimate t:onsistently the asymptotic covariance matrix of the vector of variance
estimators. In the dynamic model studied by Shiller, there is no a priori reason
to rule out serial correlation in the returns and the IMRS. A joint normality
assumption of the underlying variables is undesirable given that IMRS is greater
than or equal to zero.4 While these difficulties are , in principle, surmountable,
one should not overstate the simplicity of the variance bou’rtds tests. In considering the second response, I wonder whe’her it really is possible to obtain
accurate information about the IMRS withal:? knowing how to correctly align
these data with return data. M19st argumen taBiagainst being able to correctly
align the data also undermine the accuracy ot tbe measurements of the IMRA.

AS noted by Shiller, one of the biggest obstacles in conducting econometric analyses of dynamic representative consumer models is ohtaining
reliable measurements of the IMRE. Even though I-Isnsen and Singleton ( 1982)
have proposed some distribution-based tests that avsid such measurerrents,
it is still desirable for formal econometric analyses to link observed cons lmption
behavior with asset price behavior. This means that a researcher must confront
a variety of possible specification problems. Shiller mentions the possibility of
errors in the measurement of aggregate consumption and the difficulty associated with aggregating over heterogeneous agents. In addition 1:o these
problems, a researcher must face three ot!ier important specification issues.
First, one must specify the appropri,?te decision time interval or per3d
for the economic agents. For instance, if a discrete time model is being considered, the question arises about how frequently consumption decisions are
.srlade relative +.o the time intervals between observations availabl;e to an econometrician. The most convenient assumptical and the one adopted f(Drmuch
of Shiller’s paper and used by Grossman and Shiller (1981) and
Singleton (198 1, 1982) is that the time interval between consum
in the empirical analyses.
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tea-native strategy is to follow the lead of Marsh (1980) by analyzing continuous
time versions of the representative consumer model, treating the consumption
observations as integrals or averages over time of instantaneous e0nSklrilptiOn
decisions.

issue is to deter ine the :Jppropriate decision
vector of the representative agent. This involves judgments about the level of
aggregation across commodities appropriate for analyzing macro time series.
II: is desirable to include Phe service flow from the stock of durable goods in
the analysis. The dynamic models of Lucas and Rapping (1969) and Kydland
amI Prescoit (1981) emphasize the importance of the labor-leisure allocation
of consumers in explaining macroeconomic fluctuations. Consequently, it would
ble of interest to incorporate leisure into the measures of the MRS.
A third specification issue is the parameterkation of the preferences
of a representative consumer. While one can blend estimation of preference
parameters with statistical inference, the obvious tension emerges between the
size of the class of admissible preferences and the number of overidentifying
restrictions that can be tested, In the absence of LJpriory restrictions on preferences beyond concavhty, it is not obvious that this intertemporal representative consumer model has much empirical content. Perhaps the task posed to
quantitative macroecon; mists should be to ascertain elnpirically plausible
preference specifications rather than to test the intertemporal theory. Even if
o:tae is willing to specify restrictive preference families a priori, measuring the
IMKS is particularly difficult if these preferences are allowed to be nonseparable
O-W time. One needs information not only about margkal utilities but also
about ?he conditional expectations of the marginal utilities. However, the
limited information, instrumental variables procedures proposed by Hansen and
Singleton ( 1981) can be used to estimate preference parameters without determining the conditional expectations of these marginal utilities. See Hansen,
Richard, and Singleton (1982) for a discussion.
All of these points merely suggest that there remain challenging tasks
facmg quantitative macroeconomists interested in studying dynamic representativr consumer models.
A second specification
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